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 Gin is a distilled alcoholic drink that derives its predominant flavour from juniper

berries (Juniperus communis).

Gin originated as a medicinal liquor made by monks and alchemists across Europe, 

 particularly in Southern France, Flanders and the Netherlands, to provide aqua vita

from distillates of grapes and grains. It then became an object of commerce in the

spirits industry. Gin emerged in England after the introduction of the jenever, a Dutch

and Belgian liquor that was originally a medicine. Although this development had

been taking place since early 17th century, gin became widespread after the William of

Orange-led 1688 Glorious Revolution and subsequent import restrictions on French

brandy.

 

Gin today is produced in different ways from a wide range of herbal ingredients, giving

rise to a number of distinct styles and brands. After juniper, gin tends to be flavoured

with botanical/herbal, spice, floral or fruit-flavours or often a combination. It is most

commonly consumed mixed with tonic water. Gin is also often used as a base spirit to

produce flavoured gin-based liqueurs such as, for example, sloe gin, traditionally by

the addition of fruit, flavourings and sugar.  

A History of Gin
(as told by Wikipedia)

The Botanist Bar
What started as an idea for a cocktail bar, then turned into a gin and cocktail bar,

gradually transforming into The Botanist Bar - Home of  over 310 Gins.

   

The Botanist name is an nod to Sir Joseph Banks,  an English naturalist, botanist, and

patron of the natural sciences. He took part in Captain Cooks first great voyage which

included a trip to Australia. Banks is credited with introducing the eucalyptus, acacia,

and the genus named after him, Banksia, to the Western world. Around 80 species of

plants bear his name.

So here's to you Joseph .................



 Each gin is served with your choice of mixer (we recommend either Capi

Tonic water or soda water, depending on the gin, ask our specialists for

their recommendation) and a garnish.

Each gin is priced in the descriptions that follow.

Gin prices

The Botanist Tasting Paddles

 $9 -  $10 -  $11 - 

 With 310 gins to choose from, it can be hard to select just one! So  why not

start with one of our Gin tasting paddles.

Work your way around some of the Australian Gin distilleries with a

tasting paddle from each state (except NT).

Each tasting paddle comes with three tasters of  gin, a 250ml bottle of Capi

Tonic, garnishes and flavour descriptions for each gin.

See our menu board for selections.

 Tasting paddle:   $20 -  



Headlands Distilling Co. Mt. & Sea 

Wollongong NSW

Mt. & Sea Gin is a more traditional style of gin. The infusion of

fresh juniper, rare rainforest limes, coastal wattleseed and true

cinnamon along with a host of other rare ingredients generate a

refreshing flavour that sets this gin apart from anything else on

the market.

 

Headlands Distilling Co. Tidal Lines

Wollongong NSW

Tidal Lines is the Headlands original gin recipe and is then

infused with native Illawarra Plums over a ~12 month time frame

in ex french oak wine casks. The gin and Illawarra Plum fruit are

both placed directly into the casks and left to marry into this one

of a kind spirit. Featuring flavours of fresh juniper, rainforest lime,

Illawarra Plum, cinnamon, angelica root, orris root and many

others!

 

Joadja Dry Gin 

Joadja, Southern Highlands NSW

Using pristine water from their on-site spring together with a

delicate balance of traditional and Australian  botanicals, we have

created a unique Joadja Dry Gin.

South Coast Distillery Breakwater

Wollongong, NSW

This Navy Strength gin ABV 57.5%, evokes the tang of sea spray

at the breakwater, or catching the first ocean wave of summer -

intense, exhilarating and calling you right back in again. With

botanicals including, Juniper, Coriander Seed, Caraway, Angelica

Root, Cardamom, Dandelion Root, Grains of Paradise, Lemon

Myrtle and Grapefruit.  

 

Origin: Australia
Local - Illawarra, Shoalhaven & Southern Highlands



South Coast Distillery Old Tom

Wollongong, NSW

The delicate stonefruit aroma and flavour of the tea compliment

the rich piney juniper and citrus flavours in the gin adding

richness and depth. The sugar helps elevate all of the flavours

yielding a complex yet balanced spirit like nothing you've ever had

before.

South Coast Distillery Sublime 

Wollongong, NSW

Sublime Gin tantalises with strong aromas of lemon myrtle

and cardamom, sweetness and smoothness of dandelion root and a

warm peppery finish from grains of paradise. 

You’ll love it. It’s Sublime.

 

Tara Distillery 

Nowra Hill, NSW

Tara Pot Still Gin is the perfect expression of place, tradition,

and heritage.  Our striking blend of gently distilled botanicals

includes traditional juniper, coriander, angelica, and local

Australian pepperberry leaf, locally-foraged sea lettuce, native

lemon myrtle, and macadamia.  These are combined beautifully

with Irish rowan berry, hawthorn, heather, and Newfoundland

savoury making this a distinctive, well- travelled, and truly

classic dry gin.



Archie Rose Distilling Co. Distillers Strength 

Rosebery, NSW

Packed with sixteen individually distilled botanicals,

including fresh pears from Orange in NSW, rose petals,

elderflower, pronounced juniper and distilled honey direct from

local beehives. Distinguished, complex and intense, with a higher

ABV, Archie Rose Distiller’s Strength is for those who love bigger,

bolder flavours.

 

Archie Rose Distilling Co. Signature Dry 

Rosebery, NSW

 Our carefully crafted Signature Dry Gin uses fourteen traditional

and native botanicals, each individually distilled in our 300L

handmade copper pot still. Perfectly balanced and wonderfully

complex, it’s accented by native Australian botanicals, including

blood lime, Dorrigo pepperleaf, lemon myrtle and river mint. All

underpinned with pronounced juniper.

 

Archie Rose Distilling Co. Sydney Opera House Inside

Rosebery, NSW

 The concept behind this spirit was to create the dynamism you

would experience in a play, concert or celebration. This fruit-

driven gin displays a bright positive summery character and

presents a cast of botanicals including native thyme, Australian

apricot, raspberry and strawberry gum.

Archie Rose Distilling Co. Sydney Opera House Outside 

Rosebery, NSW

Framed by the sparkling Sydney Harbour, this architectural

wonder balances nature with a magnificent geometric form

serving as the inspiration for Outside Gin, a juniper forward gin

accented with lemon-scented gum, South Australian yuzu, finger

limes, white grapefruit, locally foraged seablite and

native seaweed.

Origin: Australia
State: New South Wales



Archie Rose Virgin Cane Spirit Rhum Agricole 

(the spirit before gin)

Rosebery NSW

Inspired by Australia’s distilling heritage, Virgin Cane Rhum was

distilled in 2016 from freshly cut and pressed sugar cane from

Condong, northern NSW. With just 182 bottles released at the cask

strength of 56.8%, it expresses notes of chervil, olives,

marshmallow and fresh earth.

Bathurst Distillery Australian Dry 

Bathurst NSW

A classic base of Juniper and Coriander blended with a

unique combination of Australian native botanics. An authentic

spirit of Australia

 

Bathurst Distillery Blue Mountains

Bathurst NSW

Blue Mountain Gin is inspired by the view of the Blue

Mountains from our distillery window. A classic base of juniper

and coriander combine with native botanicals grown on our farm

and around the central tablelands district to create a distinctive

blue gin that looks good and tastes great.

  

Brookies Byron Dry 

Byron Bay NSW

Byron Dry Gin distilled with native botanicals foraged from

the heart of our rainforest. Hand-crafted on a farm in the

hinterland of Byron Bay. Brookie’s Dry Gin is a beautifully

balanced combination of the finest regional botanicals in a truly

classic gin.

 

Brookies Byron Slow 

Byron Bay NSW

Brookie’s Byron Slow Gin is the first of its kind. Made in

the traditional style of the English ‘Sloe’ gin, Brookie’s Byron Slow

Gin showcases a unique rainforest fruit native to the subtropical

region of Byron Bay, the Davidson Plum. Brookie's steep these

plums in their Byron Dry Gin and let time weave its magic. Expect

exhilarating flavours of rose, watermelon, and bright plum.



Farmers Wife Autumn Dry

Allworth NSW

The Angelica, orris root and liquorice provide an earthy balanced

undertone but it is that gorgeous grapefruit and honey that

lingers on the palate and leaves you with the feeling and colours of

autumn.

Farmers Wife Summer Spritz 

Allworth NSW

Clean citrus characters of lemon and lime are emphasised by

the grapes’ acidity, followed by grassy herbal notes of native sage

and a sweet floral finish of honey and passionfruit. Enveloped with

floral notes & zesty citrus, this gin is perfectly suited to a cool

summer spritz paired with good sparkling wine, fresh summer fruit

and a warm summers day.

 

Garden Grown Gin  

Erina NSW

Created to capture as purely as possible the essence of the

Australian summer garden, this is the original Garden Grown Gin

(formerly called Distillery Botanica Gin). The French perfumers'

time-honoured technique of enfleurage is used to extract the

delicate scent and flavour from the hero botanical Murraya. It

along with Chamomile, Sage, Rose, Angelica, Orris Root

and of course Juniper bring this floral gin alive. On the nose, there

are hints of jasmine, sweet honeysuckle and orange blossom.

 

Hunter Distillery Copperwave 

Pokolbin NSW

Copperwave opens with a beautifully aromatic nose of

juniper, lemon zest and liquorice. The herbal palate is smooth and

deep, filled with an earthy juniper and citrus notes. Copperwave’s

middle palette is long and deep flavour with a combination of

juniper and the Asian spices coming through. The finish is bold but

retains the spirit's brightness and complexity.

 



Hunter Distillery Jail House 

Pokolbin NSW

Jail House Gin has a lovely aroma of Juniper berries and

citrus notes. Upon tasting, spicy flavours fill the mouth,

tempered with the juniper and citrus to create a well-balanced

gin.

Hunter Distillery Mystery 

Pokolbin NSW

MYSTERY GIN is a stunning colour-changing spirit. Vibrant

purple/blue in colour, Mystery Gin changes to shades of pink with

the addition of tonic water. Mystery Gin is sweet and fruity to

taste, with an overtone of blood orange.

Hunter Distillery Native

Pokolbin NSW

A fine distilled gin made using juniper berries, coriander,

finger lime, lilly pilly, Kakadu plum and cinnamon myrtle.

Husk Distillery Ink

Tumbulgum NSW

Ink Gin is a premium dry gin made with 13 organic botanicals,

including a mix of traditional and Australian natives. Like all

true gins, juniper berries are the largest botanical component,

however the defining character of Ink Gin comes from the second

tier botanicals led by locally grown lemon myrtle leaf, coriander

seed, Tasmanian pepper berry and freshly peeled sundried sweet

orange peel. The final ingredient is added in a post-distillation

infusion. The specially prepared petals of the butterfly pea flower

are steeped in the still for twenty-four hours to give Ink Gin its

distinctive colour. When the floral-infused Ink Gin is mixed with

something of low pH (including gin's best friends; tonic water,

lime or lemon), the colour changes dramatically from blue to

blush pink.



Husk Distillery Ink Sloe & Berrys

Tumbulgum NSW

 Ink Sloe & Berry is Husk Distilleries  take on the classic

English recipe, with an Australian bush tucker twist. 

Starting with their gin base, it’s distilled with some of Ink

Gin’s star players - juniper berry, coriander, angelica and

liquorice root. And it wouldn’t be Ink Gin if it didn’t star a

vibrant floral infusion. The final ingredient is native

Australian rosella flowers. The rosella flower, a hibiscus

found in the tropical northern parts of Australia, is vibrant in

colour and has a crisp, tart flavour. The perfect companion to

balance the sweeter botanical counterparts in Sloe & Berry.

Iron Bark Cascara

North Richmond NSW

Made from the unused shell of the coffee bean and sourced

from the lush hinterlands of the Northern Rivers, Cascara

emboldens the flavour of this smooth-drinking gin. Cascara

adds earthy tones of dried fruit to create a warmer, richer

taste. Cascara has aromas of currants, raisins, citrus, and

vanilla, with a crisp delicate floral finish.

Iron Bark London Dry

North Richmond NSW

Crystal clear. Offers an attractive medley of juniper, white

pepper, lemon peel and citrus gelato on the nose followed by a

fresh piney, juniper, citrus peel and mineral accented profile

with hints of curry leaf and pencil shavings at the finish.

Nicely balanced. Easy going and elegantly styled.



Iron Bark Wattleseed

North Richmond NSW

Enjoy cardamon, citrus and pepper on the nose, with a taste

that's soft and creamy on entry, following through to a lightly

piney, juniper delivery with hints of white pepper, ending

citrusy, refreshing and long. A crystal clear gin, that has

aromas of cardamon, liquorice, pepper, coffee and chocolate,

with juniper taking a back seat. Over time the citrus peel and

light saffron notes begin to appear. Flavour is both soft and

creamy in glass, rounded out by juniper, pepper and citrus with

a long finish on the palette.

 

Lord Howe Island Wild Lemon and Hibiscus 

Lord Howe Island NSW

The wild bush lemons on Lord Howe Island descend from the

fruits of the early settlers. They were planted to help sustain

them during the long periods between passing ships. They have

a unique enveloping aroma, but beware the thorns! In the days

of ships and flying boats, a tradition on Lord Howe Island was to

throw flower leis into the water from departing launch boats.

They inevitably washed ashore to signify their wearers return

to the island.

 

Lord Howe Island Wolfe Rock Navy

Lord Howe Island NSW

On August 8, 1837 The whaler Wolf, an ex-royal navy gun

brig, carrying 1,700 barrels of sperm oil, struck a submerged rock

to the east of Lord Howe Island. The crew abandoned ship and

Wolf capsized and sank in deep water with its valuable cargo

and crew's possessions. Thereafter, Wolfe Rock bears testimony

to the tragic event. On July 7th 2002, Royal Navy ship, HMS

Nottingham, ran aground on the submerged but well-chartered

Wolfe Rock and required towing back to the mainland. This

Wolfe Rock stands up to Navy Strength.



Magpie Distilling Autumn Harvest 

Murrurundi NSW

A Gin for those who enjoy the bolder flavours of stronger

infused botanicals.  This Spirit is a marriage of our Dry style Gin

and the earthy and acidic flavours of middle Eastern Saffron and

fresh Orange peel. The forward notes of Saffron and Citrus are

finished with clean peppery tastes as the Dry Gin completes its

work.

 

Magpie Distilling Murrurundi  

Murrurundi NSW

London Dry-style Gin with clean Juniper flavours forward

with hints of Fennel and Peppercorn notes to finish.  This Gin is

crisp and flinty dry. Made with Juniper, Coriander, Cassia bark,

Black Peppercorns, Orris Root, Cardamom, Lemon peel and our

locally foraged Fennel seeds.

 

 

Manly Spirits Amber Spiced  

Brookvale NSW

A delightfully festive summer gin, with sweet flavours of

infused cascara & vanilla, balanced with candied citrus peel and a

subtle hint of spiced cinnamon. Key botanicals; Cascara (dried

coffee husk), vanilla pod, orange zest, finger lime, wattle seed,

cardamom, mountain pepper leaf, cinnamon, coriander seed,

angelica, orris, juniper.

 

Manly Spirits Australian Dry 

Brookvale NSW

A bold well rounded gin that can be sipped neat or perfect

for your refreshing G&T. Some of the Australian native and

marine botanicals found;  Sea lettuce, Pepper Leaf, Anise Myrtle,

Finger Lime, Orange Peel.



Manly Spirits Barrel Aged 

Brookvale NSW

A hybrid between a Gin and a Whisky, this Barrel-Aged Gin is

perfect as a sipping gin, with tonic or in a rich smokey cocktail.

Marrying the complex botanical recipe of our marine-inspired Gin

with the character and maturity of oak barrels. Finished with a

splash of Manly Spirits 6 month maturing Whisky.

 

Manly Spirits Coastal Citrus

Brookvale NSW

A summer gin perfect for those balmy nights in a refreshing

G&T. Some of the Australian native and marine botanicals found;

Lemon Aspen, Sea Parsley, Lemon Myrtle, Fresh Corriander Leaf,

Meyer Lemon.

 

Manly Spirits Lillypilly 

Brookvale NSW

A light fruity gin as delicious to taste as it looks. Some

of the Australian native and marine botanicals found; Lilly Pilly,

Riberry, Native Limes, Raspberry, Rosella, Blood Orange, Sea Fig

and Nasturium Flowers.

 

Moores Distillers Cut 

Erina NSW

Moore’s superb juniper berries bring verve and a frisson of

excitement to any G&T. Vapour infused juniper spirit is supported

by citrus and earthy botanicals  with slight spice

from cardamom making this a beautifully rounded gin. The

‘Distillers Cut’ is made by Philip Moore, an international award-

winning Master Gin Maker at his Distillery Botanica. It is a

culmination of 30 years of growing and distilling gin botanicals.

 

 

Moores Dry 

Erina NSW

A classic juniper and citrus dominant London dry style of

Gin, enlivened with a selection of Australian native botanicals. It

is the first Australian gin to ever win gold at the prestigious

London International Wine and Spirit Competition.



Moores Roots and Leaves

Erina NSW

‘Roots and Leaves’ is a contemporary gin featuring just two

elements of every botanical.  The roots of Angelica, Galangal,

Ginger and Turmeric, and the leaves of Kaffir Lime, Lemon

Verbena, Mandarin and Curry Trees. All these botanicals have been

grown in their garden in Erina and combine superbly to create a

rounded and beautifully balanced Australian made craft gin.

 

Moores We Three Kings 

Erina NSW

Philip Moore, (by day a mild-mannered master distiller, by

night a costume enhanced super-manic pudding maker) has

recreated his sellout gin that celebrates all the things we love at

Christmas. He infuses his puddings, (a recently improved Moore

family recipe) with a classic dry gin and then blends gifts from the

Three Kings: Melchior of Persia - Gold (edible flakes), Caspar of

India – Frankincense, Balthazar of Arabia - Myrrh. This Gin

is a culinary treasure trove of aromas and flavours. With cinnamon,

allspice and nutmeg, citrus, muscatel grapes, currants and sultanas

 

Newy Distillery 

Newcastle NSW

 Newy Distillery use a variety of fresh ingredients in their gin to give

a fresh burst of flavour. The ingredients are infused into the gin and

the craftful blend of flavours provide your tastebuds with delicious

hints of many ingredients, making a complex yet delicious gin.

Some of the ingredients include; Juniper, Coriander Seeds, Cassia

Bark, Almonds, Orris Root, Grains of Paradise, Lemon (Fresh),

Orange (Fresh), Lime (Fresh)

Newy Distillery Aurora Butterfly Pea

Newy Distillery Aurora Ocean Blue

Newy Distillery Aurora Pink  

Newy Distillery Aurora Purple 

Newy Distillery Aurora Sky Blue

Newy Distillery Aurora Turquoise

Newy Distillery Signature 



North of Eden The Classic  

Stony Creek NSW

Batch distilled, it combines carefully selected botanicals,

including produce from their own farm. Zesty notes of citrus,

including native finger lime, invigorate generous juniper

foundations and delicate floral layers.

 

North of Eden The Connoisseur 

Stony Creek NSW

A true London Dry gin, The Connoisseur contains over a dozen

carefully selected botanicals, including produce from their farm and

kelp that is foraged from the local seashore. Citrus, berry and floral

notes complement the Connoisseur’s light mineral layers and

generous juniper foundations.

 

North of Eden The Admiral 

Stony Creek NSW

At a delightfully sinful 114% proof The Admiral features

lashings of juniper as well as native kurrajong seeds from their farm

amongst its ten carefully chosen botanicals.

Parrot Distilling Dry 

Orange NSW

A revamped classic, making it easy to serve and easy to

drink. Made using 17 botanicals, you can taste hints of apple, vanilla

and mixed herbs which are all driven by the core ingredient; juniper.

“A gin created for all to appreciate.’

Parrot Distilling Earl Grey  

Orange NSW

The best Earl Grey tea uses quality components that

complement, not overwhelm each other for a perfect balance of

flavour. A touch of natural bergamot tempers the teas’ natural

richness and gives the tea its delicious, citrusy note. A sprinkling of

bright blue cornflowers completes the experience and add’s a visual

flare.



Parrot Distilling Foragers Blend 

Orange NSW

A seasonal blend that was too good to be cooped up. With 14

locally foraged botanicals sourced throughout the regions rich

volcanic soils, it’s earthy and herbal with a slight citrus twist. 

“Our blend made for the serious gin enthusiasts”

Parrot Distilling Oriental 

Orange NSW

Infused with lemongrass that is complimented by the subtle

tingle of chilli it will transport your senses with its rich and

powerful flavour. Scents of lime and a refreshing flavour of nashi

pears take over with juniper still playing a strong role with the most

delectable hint of Vietnamese mint to finish.

 

Parrot Distilling Red Silk 

Orange NSW

Hibiscus is the dominant flavour in this vitamin-packed

combination of real organic fruit pieces that also includes rosehip,

strawberry and apple. The result is a piquant and bright flavour full

of heady fruitiness and natural sweetness.

 

Parrot Distilling Seville 

Orange NSW

Seville denotes a summery tone with its tangy yet delicious

taste. Using hand blended botanicals and the rind of Seville

oranges, this gin is infused with a little extra zest, which

complement the classic juniper flavour throughout.

 

Parrot Distilling Uncaged Op

Orange NSW

A bold, gallant style gin at 54% it’s a gin not to be taken

lightly. Subtle tones of grapefruit, mandarin and a delicate trace of

cinnamon



Poor Toms Fools Cut 

Marrickville NSW

Poor Toms Fool's Cut is a rich, classic, full-bodied gin

with a whiff of grapefruit and an all-night-long liquorice/juniper

finish.

 

Poor Toms Strawberry 

Marrickville NSW

Originally conceived to loosen the mood at family weddings,

this Strawberry Gin is for all occasions! Poor Tom’s steep fresh

strawberries, young ginger, and hibiscus flowers in their Sydney

Dry Gin - imparting a rich pink hue and fresh complexity. The

addition of intensified cardamom and cubeb pepper

distillates, elevate the delicate sweetness of the strawberry.

 

Poor Toms Sydney Dry Gin 

Marrickville NSW

 You’ll notice a classic juniper backbone complimented by fresh

green apple, native strawberry gum leaf, and chamomile. An easy

drinking gin - delicate, fresh, and floral.

 

Stone Pine Dry Sympatico Hopped 

Gormans Hill NSW

Sympatico Gin is infused with Lemondrop & Motueka Hops

from the Badlands Hop Store, together with botanicals Lemon

Myrtle, Coriander, Juniper & Angelica.

 

Stone Pine Australian Native Blend Dry 

Gormans Hill NSW

Pot distilled in small batches, gently infusing a

proprietary blend of native and traditional botanicals to create a

vibrant, fresh and zingy 'new world' gin. The native flavours of Pink

Finger Lime and Lemon Myrtle add a modern Australian twist to the

London Dry style and result in a complex flavour, displaying spicy

citrus, herbal and floral notes.



Stone Pine Orange Blossom 

Gormans Hill NSW

Style: London Dry, Juniper Forward, Citrus Driven

Botanicals: Juniper, Pink Finger Lime, Lemon Myrtle, Orange

Blossom + Other Botanicals

 

Stone Pine Rhubarb 

Gormans Hill NSW

Rhubarb Gin combines the unique tart flavour and vibrant

colour of Fresh Rhubarb, with our Dry Gin to produce a wonderfully

natural (no artificial flavours or colours here!) Pink Gin.

 

Wild Brumby Classic Brumby 

Crackenback NSW

Wild Brumby gin has a fresh and contemporary aromatic

profile. A gold medallist at the 2016 Melbourne International Spirits

Competition, it features specially selected juniper and other

botanicals blended with organic citrus fruit sourced from the family

orchard. The result is an exceptionally satisfying gin with a very

smooth ‘mouthfeel’.

Wild Brumby Rubus Patch 

Crackenback NSW

Blended with organically home-grown raspberries, ’rubus

patch’ was a gold medallist at the 2017 Melbourne International

Spirits Competition. Its dynamic berry nose harmonises with

gentler notes of rose, cardamom, coriander and mountain pepper

berry for a complex, yet smooth floral finish that can be enjoyed

neat, or paired with mixers of choice.

Wild Brumby Stallion

Crackenback NSW

This high spirited navy-strength gin blends juniper and

mountain pepper berry with a buccaneer’s booty of black tea,

ginger, and orchard-grown citrus. A gold medallist at the 2017 Asia

International Spirits Competition, it has a smooth, viscous ‘oiliness’

rounds out the punchy pallet of flavours with a stunningly

sophisticated finish that can be enjoyed neat, or with mixers of

choice.



Wild Spirit Bloody Merry 

Sydney NSW

Using a whizzy vapour infusion method we have distilled the

subtle flavours of fresh celery, cherry tomato, and Tasmanian

pepperberry to craft a gin that is bright and light, revealing a

delicate garden fresh aroma.

 

Wild Spirit Unpeeled Mandarin 

Sydney NSW

Bright citrus, sweet, spice & everything nice. This gin

is a real crowd pleaser, using fresh mandarin peel, native anise &

cinnamon myrtle. As you sip the gin you’ll find the mandarin

playing a part, with a gentle, sweet citrus. This is balanced by warm

cinnamon spice, juniper, cardamom and liquorice.

The gin has a lovely creamy mouthfeel and a long spicy,

citrus finish.

Wild Spirit Wildlife

Sydney NSW

A classic dry gin with a delightfully native Australian twist!

Distilled with Victorian Bergamot Lime, Tasmanian Lavender and a

bouquet of native botanicals, including cinnamon myrtle, anise

myrtle, and pepperberry leaf.

Wild Wombat

Sydney NSW

From the outback to the front bar, Wild Wombat Gin is pure

mischief in a bottle. Already stirring up trouble around the world,

Wild Wombat Gin is crafted from natural ingredients in small

batches in copper stills, infused with a secret eleven botanicals

recipe. Wild Wombat Gin has a markedly smooth and clean essence,

reminiscent of Australia’s purest natural elements.



Grandad Jacks 65 Miles 

Miami QLD

65 Miles is the ultimate testimony to Granddad Jack. A first

of its kind, this Gin will make the whisky-lover in your life very

happy packing heat and baking spice, balanced with juniper but

abrupt all the same.

 

Grandad Jacks Greenhouse 

Miami QLD 

Greenhouse Gin tastes like a beachside Gin should; relaxed,

soothing and fresh with a gentle, botanical combination of

Cucumber, Rose-hip, Lemon Myrtle, Grapefruit Peel and Juniper.

 

Grandad Jacks Two Pencils 

Miami QLD

Two Pencils is a London Dry Gin through and through. Smooth

and rich with proper juniper tones; enhanced with citrus or sweet

liqueurs, this is the just-juniper-gin you've been craving.

Perfect for any juniper-loving enthusiast wanting a premium

Gin experience.  

 

 

Kalki Moon Australian Premium 

Bundaberg QLD

Containing 10 botanicals including locally grown lemon and

cinnamon myrtle, Bundaberg’s famous ground ginger and

Australian native finger limes, this traditional London Dry, pot

distilled gin will leave a lovely note of juniper and citrus on the

palate of the consumer.

Origin: Australia
State: QLD



Kalki Moon Classic 

Bundaberg QLD

Crafted with the same quality and skill as Kalki Moon premium

liquid, the classic is reduced in ABV and contains the classic London

dry base of Juniper and Coriander with Angelica root, Cardamom

and Lemon Myrtle.

Kalki Moon Navy 

Bundaberg QLD

The biggest and the boldest member of the Kalki Moon gin

family. Big and full of juniper, heavy on the Angelica and Liquorice

root, and finally Bundaberg ginger for spice.

 

Mt Uncle Botanic Australis 

Walkamin QLD

A dry-styled gin based on an original London dry gin recipe

but with the original ingredients substituted for the Kalki Moon

Australian native botanicals. The structured blend allows it to

stand out from any other gin on the market with its unique

herbaceous, floral taste.

 

Mt Uncle Botanic Bushfire Smoked 

Walkamin QLD

A smokey, unique gin based on an original London dry gin

recipe but with the original ingredients substituted for the Kalki

Moon Australian native botanicals. The individual botanicals

remain the same as in the classic Botanic Australis however they

have smoked the botanicals first to uncover a rich, smokey, woody

flavour.



Mt Uncle Botanic Navy 

Walkamin QLD

A dry-styled gin based on an original London dry gin recipe

but with the original ingredients substituted for their own

Australian native botanicals. The structured blend allows it to

stand out from any other gin on the market with its unique

herbaceous, floral taste.

 

Mt Uncle Botanic Northern Gem 

Walkamin QLD

A dry-styled gin based on an original London dry gin recipe

but with the original ingredients including mango leaf, Daintree

vanilla and erada tea from the Atherton Tablelands alongside their

own Australian native botanicals. 

Mt Uncle Christmas Pudding 

Walkamin QLD

Distilled with real Christmas Puddings lovingly handmade by

Head Distiller Mark Watkins from a generations-old family recipe,

the forefront of this gin has a rich, cakey, mouthfeel with raisins

and candied orange peel. This Christmas Pudding echoes North

Queensland flavours found in the original Botanic Australis Gin

including Bunya nut, lemon myrtle and Daintree Vanilla.

 

Noosa Head Distillery Barrel Aged

Noosa Heads QLD

In February we laid down a barrel of our Navy Strength Gin

in beautiful barrels from Master Cask. These barrels were hand

picked Shiraz Casks re-coopered toasted and charred to the specs

we specified.  Aged for just over 5 months, with the fluctuation

in temperature and humidity throughout that time it really drove

the barrel into the gin. Expect to taste silky Christmas cake,

Allspice & Boozy Eggnog.



Noosa Head Distillery Be Lucky 

Noosa Heads QLD

Noosa Heads signature dry gin uses eight unique botanicals

including the star Far North Queensland honeydew melon. Each

botanical is bathed and boiled in their pot reflux still. Blended to a

precise 41% to ensure each botanical is tasted within each layer of

the gin. The perfect balance between a London dry and a new wave

gin. Super approachable and delectably refreshing.

 

Noosa Head Distillery Noosa 

Noosa Heads QLD

The perfect Gin for the long afternoon poolside or later in

the evening with friends. Created in small batches from their shed

on the outskirts of paradise.

 

Noosa Head Distillery Sum Yung Guys  

Noosa Heads QLD

An iconic Noosa duo, Fortune Distillery and Sum Yung Guys

have collaborated to create a unique Gin, showcasing the vibrance

& creativity of the restaurant through the bold curated flavours of

the distillery.  This Gin is designed with clean distinct flavours such

as Spring Onion, Bean Shoots, Chilli, Seaweed, and for some

“meatiness,” the inclusion of Porcini Mushrooms. 

Saleyards Distillery Billy Goats Barrel aged

Allenstown QLD

This barrel aged Gin is small batch handcrafted using a

selection of old and new world botanicals. The Gin is then left in

French and American Oak ex Shiraz barrels, giving a smooth

caramel richness to balance the citrus and juniper with a warm,

woody finish.



Saleyards Distillery Billy Goats Christmas

Allenstown QLD

This Old Tom Style of gin is single shot distilled by hand

using a traditional copper pot still. with a selection of Queensland’s

finest botanicals we’ve created an old tom gin that marries the spice

and earthen notes of juniper with sweetness from frankincense and

myrrh, & Orange.

 

Saleyards Distillery Billy Goats Old Tom 

Allenstown QLD

This Old Tom Style of gin is single shot distilled by hand

using a traditional copper pot still. with a selection of Queensland’s

finest botanicals we’ve created an old tom gin that marries the spice

and earthen notes of juniper with sweetness from frankincense and

myrrh, and refreshing hits of citrus from native finger limes!

Saleyards Distillery Billy Goats Pride

Allenstown QLD

This Queensland Gin is a small batch, handcrafted using a unique

selection of Old and New World Botanicals. They have combined

Australian Wheat spirit with the freshness of Ruby Red Grapefruit,

Lemon Myrtle and Native Australian Finger Limes for a vibrant

citrus burst. Billy Goat’s Gin ‘Pride’ is a proud supporter of the

LGBTIQ community. 

Saleyards Distillery Billy Goats Summer 

Allenstown QLD

 This Queensland Gin is a small batch, handcrafted using a

unique selection of Old and New World Botanicals. They have

combined Australian Wheat spirit with the freshness of Ruby Red

Grapefruit, Lemon Myrtle and Native Australian Finger Limes for a

vibrant citrus burst.



Tamborine Mountain Distillery Ginger and Rhubarb

Tambourine Mountain QLD

Full flavoured gin with rhubarb sweetness and slight citrus

notes. Followed by a powerful ginger flavour with lingering heat and

vanilla seasoning.

 

Tamborine Mountain Dist Lillypilly 

Tambourine Mountain QLD

A creamy entry leads into a semi-sweet mid palate featuring

citrus peel, hints of juniper and pepper. Concludes drier with a

juniper and pepper aftertaste followed by a brisk grapefruit like

fade.

 

Tamborine Mountain Distillery Davidson Plum

Tambourine Mountain QLD

This aromatic gin has a bright garnet colour and a rich

aroma of raspberries, sour cherry, and beet balanced with strong

citrus notes. Tangy, slight sweetness with a tart and dry finish.

 

Winston Dry Cut

Fortitude Valley QLD

Just like your favourite pair of jeans, Dry Cut is versatile

and just fits. A uniquely modern London Dry style gin with a

balanced punch of fresh citrus added as a nod to the Australian

climate. Handcrafted in a copper still, we use fresh lemon and

orange rind, lemon myrtle and a selection of five other botanicals to

create a gin that sits comfortably with tonic or soda. This

is a gin you’ll keep coming back to.



Winston Pink Fit  

Fortitude Valley QLD

Get yourself into a Pink Fit over this gin designed to have

some fun. With a rich, thick, sweet palate and aroma, this gin is all

naturally flavoured by Queensland handpicked strawberries,

grapefruit rind, wild apple and a selection of seven other botanicals.

Handcrafted in a copper still, with nothing to artificially sweeten or

preserve this gin, it’s perfect for soda or tonic.

 

Winston Skinny Jeans  

Fortitude Valley QLD

Slip into a glass of Skinny Jeans Gin and take the weight

off. This London Dry style gin is naturally coloured blue by floral

infusion. Flavoured with nine carefully hand selected botanicals,

including fresh Queensland citrus makes it delicious neat or with

soda. Handcrafted in a copper still and our most juniper heavy, this

is one for the true gin enthusiast.

 

Winston Slim Crop  

Fortitude Valley QLD

Iron out those creases with a fresh Slim Crop Gin. With a

herbal and earthy nose, this gin surprises with it’s crisp and

refreshing delicate flavour. All about the humble cucumber and

paired with five other botanicals handcrafted in a copper still, this

gin is best enjoyed with soda and even more cucumber if you dare.

 

Winston White Christmas 

Fortitude Valley QLD

Christmas Gin pays homage to Eileen Donsky, who made white

christmas slice for the family each year. Not only did Megan

continue her Nanna’s tradition, but this year, using the small

copper still for the first time, has made a gin to accompany it. 

With juniper, myrrh gum, cranberries + 5 other ingredients from the

slice recipe, this is summer christmas in a glass.  Perfect with soda

and ice for one, or in a punch with tonic or ginger ale and fruit

garnish.



Wolf Lane Davidson Plum 

Cairns QLD

Wolf Lane’s tropical take on a traditional sloe gin;

swapping sloe berries for locally grown Far North Queensland

Davidson Plums. The plums are steeped for up to 3 months to

produce a truly unique sloe style gin at full strength. With an earthy

aroma that is reminiscent of plum jam, stewed rhubarb and a touch

of sweetness. It makes for a perfect after dinner gin.

 

Wolf Lane Navy 

Cairns QLD

Wolf Lane Navy Strength Gin pays homage to when gin was

drunk by the Royal Navy officers and sailors alike whilst exploring

the high seas. This gin packs a punch with strong notes of finger

limes and ruby grapefruit. It will make a sailor out of you yet!

 

Wolf Lane Tropical 

Cairns QLD

The dry botanicals are steeped overnight - juniper,

coriander seed, anjelica root, cinnamon, lemon myrtle, Tasmanian

pepperberry, cardamom and macadamia. Locally sourced ruby

grapefruit, mango, finger lime, lavender and mint are vapour

infused in the gin basket. The result is a perfectly balanced citrus-

forward summer gin.



Underground Spirits Canberra 

Kambah ACT

 The core botanicals, juniper, coriander and angelica clinch the gin,

while the selected noble native botanicals including lemon myrtle,

river mint, Tasmanian pepperberry and locally-sourced sustainable

basil, bringing the vibrant flavour to the spirit. Poppyseed,

cinnamon and black pepper complete he structure. 

 

Underground Spirits Shiraz 

Kambah ACT

FRUITY AND JUICY

Notes of vanilla, toast and cedar are very forward, then the

fruity and juicy characters of the shiraz wine. The palate has a

strong spicy hit, with a warm and delectable finish.

 

Origin: Australia
State:  ACT

Underground Spirits Native 

Kambah ACT 

NATIVE, MELLOW AND DELICATE

The botanical gala starts with the banksia

flower giving a honey sweet nectar aroma, like a gentle floral bush

smell, the aroma continues with the white aspen and the yam daisy

releasing that extra bit of tropical. This is offset by the sharpness of

the plum pine, and the citrus of the finger lime. The pepperberries,

the grey myrtle and the rainforest aniseed continue the citrus and

also add a sweet profile with just the right amount of spiciness and

some more complex flavours. Bringing that extra fruitiness, the

rubus is the cherry on the cake - or the berry on the gin! The

encounter is soft on the tongue and mellow with a mild sweetness,

like pear flesh, from wonderful native flowers.

 

Underground Spirits Floriade 

Kambah ACT

Lush aroma of raspberry, fresh and juicy as it hits the

palate. Earthy quality with a vibrant zesty character. Finish is soft

and subtly sweet floral.



23rd Street Distillery Signature 

Renmark SA

You’re trying to be nonchalant with your sophisticated botanical

gin but all the while tiny explosions of Riverland sunshine tickle

your palate. It’s the underlying citrus from fresh local mandarin

and lime that makes Twenty Third Street gin a particularly jovial

drop.

 

5 Nines Rare Dry  

Adelaide Hills SA

Your gin starts its life as a refined spirit, traditionally

distilled. We use a blend of the base liquor and Adelaide Hills spring

water, gently infusing it with a unique range of indigenous

botanicals, sourced from secret South Australian bush locations in

the Flinders Ranges, as well as from around the globe. We harvest

the local botanicals by hand, preserving their true essence,

capturing the unique characteristics and delicate flavours

ensuring outstanding quality for you the gin connoisseur.

 

5 Nines Wild Citrus 

Adelaide Hills SA

Your gin starts its life as a refined spirit, traditionally

distilled. We use a blend of the base liquor and Adelaide Hills spring

water gently infusing it with three types of fresh South Australian

citrus fruits (mandarin, lime & orange) alongside various spices

(coriander seed, cloves & star anise), and adding a unique blend of

botanicals sourced from around the globe. 

 

Origin: Australia
State:  South Australia



5 Nines Sticks and Stones  

Adelaide Hills SA

Your gin starts its life as a refined spirit, traditionally

distilled. We use a blend of the base liquor and Adelaide Hills spring

water, gently infusing it with a unique range of indigenous

botanicals, sourced from secret South Australian bush locations in

the Flinders Ranges, as well as from around the globe. We harvest

the local botanicals by hand, preserving their true essence,

capturing the unique characteristics and delicate flavours

ensuring outstanding quality for you the gin connoisseur. 

Adelaide Hills 78 Better Gin 

Adelaide Hills SA

Juniper | Fresh pine and resinous notes, Coriander | Spice

with citrus hints, Lemon Myrtle | Bright lemon sherbet and lemon

verbena, Blood Lime | Acidic, crisp and clean, Pepper Berry | Organic

herbal tones

 

 

 

Adelaide Hills 78 Dessert Gin 

Adelaide Hills SA

A bold higher proof gin distilled from a grape base, vapour

infused botanicals and three species of house roasted native

wattleseed. Well balanced, textural and citrus forward the warm

palate shows rich underlying flavours of roasted coffee, cocoa and

pepper.

 

Adelaide Hills 78 Sunset Gin 

Adelaide Hills SA

This gin exhibits notes of fresh red berries, with subtle hints

of pine and eucalyptus. Further botanical integration adds depth

and complexity, to give the finish great balance and intensity, just

like a sunset in some of the remote locations where they are

harvested.



Antipodes Organic Pink Gin

Henley Beach SA

Australia’s first certified organic pink gin. Beautifully balanced,

Antipodes Pink Gin has been infused with Kakadu Plums to give it a

new level of citrus dimension, Strawberry Gum - Olida for an extra

berry burst. Ruby red grapefruit and pepper berries adds another

layer of complexity and some luscious pink tang.

Applewood Gin  

Gumeracha SA

A botanical-rich profile of rare desert limes, native

wattleseed and aromatic peppermint gum leaf amongst 20 fresh and

sustainably farmed ingredients, handcrafted to reflect the sites and

soils from the land we belong to - for the lifestyle and culture we

enjoy in Australia.

 

Applewood Bush Apple 

Gumeracha SA

From bush apples sourced from the great northern territory,

their perfume is amplified with pomegranate and contrasted with

the cloven spice of riberries for a crisp and refreshing Australian

gin.

Applewood Coral 

Gumeracha SA

Inspired by the great barrier reef & it's tropical

surrounds, the aromatics of strawberry gum, fragrant spice of

riberries & salinity of karkalla, coral gin speaks true of a

captivating australian seascape.

 

Applewood Kakadu Plum 

Gumeracha SA

One of our more celebrated indigenous botanicals, kakadu

plum has been highlighted with anise myrtle and pear in a spirit

laden with sweet spices on a decadent palate.



Applewood Lemon Aspen 

Gumeracha SA

The bright charm and lifted aromatics of lemon aspen are

taken to new heights paired with ethereal yuzu citrus.

Complimented with native pepperberry, this citrus forward spirit

captures the essence of the far northern tropics.

 

Applewood Macadamia  

Gumeracha SA

Definitively the most known native australian ingredient,

macadamia has been paired with vanilla, wattleseed, and the lifted

aromatics of cardamom for a uniquely nutty and savoury style of

dry gin.

 

Applewood Muntrie 

Gumeracha SA

Muntries, often referred to as the emu apple, are at the

heart of this spice driven gin, enhanced with cinnamon myrtle and

riberries, elevated by a dose of adelaide hills apples for an

ultimately refreshing spirit of intrigue.

 

Applewood Navy Gin 

Gumeracha SA

Crafted with the highest quantity of juniper we have ever

used whilst doubling the volume of ultra rare desert limes and

asiatic yuzu elevates the intensity of applewood gin to boundaries

uncrossed.

 

Australian Distilling Company Adelaide 

Hackney SA

The beautiful richness of Kangaroo Island lavender gives

Adelaide Gin a subtle and delicate lavender profile. While floral in

nature, the flavour profile is built up with a traditional range of

spices, including juniper, orris root, coriander and cardamom. The

result is a truly unique spirit enhanced by the flavours of South

Australia.



Australian Distilling Company Australian

Hackney SA

This flagship gin puts a unique Australian stamp on the

London dry gin style, with a juniper forward palate that is perfectly

offset by coriander, cardamom and nutmeg.

 

Australian Distilling Company Bondi 

Hackney SA

The secret to Bondi’s unique quality of life is hidden in

plain sight. The panoramic beach, cosmopolitan cafes and casual

confidence mean there is plenty to celebrate. In Bondi Gin, blood

orange, vanilla and lemon tea tree, invite you to discover the

warmth and allure of a truly beautiful gin.

 

Australian Distilling Company Brisbane

Hackney SA

In Brisbane Gin, we take painstaking care to distil our gin

in small batches, using carefully-sourced botanicals to create a

unique blend that captures the spirit of Brisbane. With bold notes of

local Queensland finger lime and the warmth of fresh ginger, it’s

like a ray of sunshine and we’re confident you’ll fall in love at first

sip.

 

Australian Distilling Company Darwin 

Hackney SA

Building from a dry gin foundation, Darwin Craft Gin is

imbued with warmth from its botanical and floral palate. These

blend into a rounded tropical flavour profile as notes of rose, lychee

and frangipani shine through.

 

Australian Distilling Company Fremantle 

Hackney SA

Our master distiller has struck the perfect balance between

the strong flavours of menthol, black pepper, and peppermint gum

to transform this classic dry gin into a lively but smooth drinking

experience.

 



Australian Distilling Company Geelong 

Hackney SA

A subtle overtone of raspberry sweetness helps to balance

the peppermint gum and black pepper flavours that make this

classic dry gin an engaging and accessible drinking experience.

Australian Distilling Company Gold Coast

Hackney SA

Soft notes of lychee and lime lead the subtle and balanced

flavour profile of Gold Coast Gin, which is a beautiful and inventive

take on the dry gin style.

 

Australian Distilling Company Melbourne

Hackney SA

The triple-distilled juniper base is enhanced by opulent

spices and zesty citrus, reflective of this culture-rich and

effortlessly cool city. Small batch distilled; Melbourne Gin has a

warm, spicy taste finishing in a burst of flavours.

 

Australian Distilling Company Perth 

Hackney SA

With clear blue skies, stunning coastlines and cosmopolitan

precincts in between, Perth is as diverse as it is welcoming. In Perth

Gin you will find the warmth of boronia artfully paired with

lingering notes of lemon myrtle. It’s perfectly Perth.

 

Australian Distilling Company Rhapsody Ruby

Hackney SA

A delicious gin that achieves a delicate balance between

florals and berries through the infusion of T-BARs’ Serendipi-T fruit

tea blend with our classic dry gin. As well as imparting flavour, the

blend leaves the spirit stained with a sense-heightening berry

colour.



Australian Distilling Company Shiraz 

Hackney SA

Made from award-winning gin steeped with premium shiraz

grapes, Shiraz Gin has a nose of pepper, spices and blackcurrant

with a sweet, complex and full-bodied palate overlayed with hints of

raspberry.

 

Australian Distilling Company Sydney

Hackney SA

When seeking to capture the essence of Sydney, we utilised

the region’s local botanicals to show off the unique flora of this 

sun-soaked country. Our set of aromatics are distinctly Sydney,

including juniper, coriander, native lemon myrtle and orange

 zest – all patiently added to the finest quality base.

 

Green Ant   

Adelaide Hills SA

Something Wild and Adelaide Hills Distillery collaborated on

Australian Green Ant Gin is carefully distilled in a column and

basket still, designed by us specifically for gin. Traditionally

favoured by Indigenous societies for their medicinal benefits and

protein content, Green Ants display vibrant flavours of Lime and

Coriander. This unique bush tucker is hand harvested in

the Northern Territory by the Motlop family of the Larrakia people.

 

Kangaroo Island O Gin  

Kangaroo Island SA

The O’Gin highlights juniper, coriander & angelica root

in a contemporary London style. The inclusion of the coastal daisy

bush, ‘Olearia axillaris’ imparts sweet piney notes. A bold savoury

Gin rounded with fresh South Australian oranges.

Kangaroo Island Wild Gin 

Kangaroo Island SA

This Gin is distilled uniquely with ‘Boobialla’, Kangaroo

Island native juniper. Notes include; fresh local limes balanced with

the perfume of eau de cologne mint picked from our garden and

finished with the warmth of our hand harvested pink pepper corns.



Never Never Distilling Company Dark series Mid 

 McLaren Vale SA

A heady combination of sea spray, fresh herbs, kalamata

olive/olive flesh and lightly dried florals. Reminisce of coastal

breezes on a warm summer evening. Pine tree and cooking spice

lingers in the background setting the stage for our Never Never’s

most complex gin yet.

 

Never Never Distilling Company Dark series Stomp

McLaren Vale SA

The Juniper Stomp is named after the energetic actions of

Never Never’s consumers - first made at Junipalooza Melbourne

2018 by pressing juniper berries with their feet! The stomped juniper

gives this gin a sweet, resinous note from the exposed skin of the

juniper and a rich, woody and earthy note from the seeds of the

amazing juniper berry.

 

Never Never Distilling Company Dark Southern Strength 

McLaren Vale SA

Never Never Southern Strength Gin is a botanical blast of

classic flavour with a luxurious mouthfeel. This savoury overproof

expression of the Triple Juniper style is achieved by elevating the

angelica root, coriander seed and lemon character.

 

Never Never Distilling Company Dark Triple Juniper

McLaren Vale SA

Never Never signature Triple Juniper Gin combines three

different distillation processes, each uncovering the bright and

earthy qualities of juniper. The eight other botanicals include

coriander seed, angelica root, orris root, lemon peel, lime peel,

liquorice root, cinnamon and Australian pepper berry.

Never Never Distilling Company Juniper Freak 

McLaren Vale SA

The Juniper Freak is an oiled up beast of a gin. A yearly

seasonal release, representing the freshest, brightest juniper

character directly air-freighted from North Macedonia. Bottled at

the official navy strength of 58%, this gin is long, complex and

viscous.



 Prohibition Gin Carafe 

Adelaide SA

Our unique flavour story starts with wormwood, a banned

substance in prohibition era, better known for creating absinthe.

This with a tinge of blood… Blood orange and ruby red grapefruit

delivers a fresh citrus edge, taking juniper, coriander and ginger

root on a journey away from the standard. We bring in an

Australian native lemon myrtle and subtle notes of green tea,

vanilla and lavender to soften the finish and draw out flavour

depth on the palate. The result is a sophisticated, deep flavour

with a fresh citrus note and warm peppery finish.

 

Prohibition Muscat Barrel Aged 

Adelaide SA

Here’s what happens when original PLC Gin is given a

10-month spell inside a 300-litre French oak barrel which once

homed ageing Muscat at a McLaren Vale winery. PLC’s new

Muscat Barrel Aged Gin is fruity and delicate with confection

flavours of fig, date, vanilla and almond, along with the

unmistakable sweet, fortified influence of Muscat. This golden

spirit is smooth yet punchy – perfect on ice or as a New Fashioned.

 

Prohibition Navy Strength 

Adelaide SA

A combination of juniper distilled through maceration and

vapour infusion creates a melody of depth and mouthfeel.

Sweetness and elevated texture are provided by macadamia and

vanilla. The lifted finish is stormed by ginger, grapefruit peel and

salt as the drink takes sail, three sheets to the wind.

Prohibition Shiraz Barrel Aged  

Adelaide SA

This overproof blush coloured spirit is soft and silky with

a gentle shiraz note and rich oaked rye back-note. It’s punchy, yet

still maintains the vanilla and floral notes which define PLC gins

 



Settlers Blood Orange and Chilli 

McLaren Vale SA

Blood orange is a wonderfully fruity citrus with complex

flavours that are enhanced by the addition of Chilli. Adjust the

Chilli heat by the amount of Tonic Water used.

Settlers Coriander Leaf 

McLaren Vale SA

If you love Coriander leaf, you'll just love this gin. Think

seafood, Asian food and Vietnamese food - a perfect match. For a

savoury finish, we like to garnish it with a slice of lime with freshly

cracked black pepper.

 

Settlers Juniper 3 ways 

McLaren Vale SA

Our favourite botanical distilled three ways - Pot Still,

Vapour Still and Reflux Still, then combined together to give you a

fresh powerful burst of Juniper. We've combined the Juniper with

Blood Limes to create a lovely crisp finish with earthy undertones.

 

Settlers Oak Aged 

McLaren Vale SA

There is texture provided by the oak and complexity provided

by the botanicals. 

Botanicals include juniper, angelica root, coriander,

caraway, cucumber and muntrie berries (native to South Australia)

 

Settlers Old Tom 

McLaren Vale SA

Added the Licorice root for sweetness and then some Star

Anice to support it. Then we decided that our Old Tom would be spot

on for winter if we added some cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg

finishing with some warmth

from native pepper berries.



Settlers Pink 

McLaren Vale SA

Wonderful aromatics of rose petals and raspberries followed

with luscious fruit and finishing with crisp acidity.Garnish with a

strawberry, mint leaf and a slice of lemon.

 

Settlers Pomegranate 

McLaren Vale SA

Big, bright, beautiful pomegranates infused with vanilla

pods that adds slight sweetness and a lovely creaminess.

 

Settlers Rare Dry 

McLaren Vale SA

Driven by the aromatics of orange and lemon myrtle and

finishing with native pepper berry. A classic London dry gin style.

The citrus bouquet is fresh and juicy with lemon myrtle and orange

peel. A vibrantly spicy, nicely poised fresh citrus mid palate with a

peppery finish.

 

Settlers Shiraz  

McLaren Vale SA

if you love McLaren Vale Shiraz, you'll just love this gin.

Made from award winning grapes grown on our own property. It was

vinified in our winery and then distilled on the property. A deep

purple colour with palate weight and length, and juniper adding

brightness.

 

Settlers Spiced Fig  

McLaren Vale SA

New seasons figs steeped in gin, fresh ginger plus cinnamon and

cloves.  Spiced fig flavors followed by spice and finishing with cloves.  

So flavoursome and a great gin for winter!

 

Settlers Yuzu 

McLaren Vale SA

Made from Australia’s first commercial crop of Yuzu! The

Yuzu is a Japanese citrus - a cross between a mandarin, grapefruit

and lemon. It has four times the Vitamin C of a lemon and 

very oily skin.  Settlers Yuzu gin has wonderfully intoxicating

aromatics and fresh, racy finishing acidity.



7K Distillery Dry Chilli 

Derwent Park TAS

This fiery little number looks innocent but it has a little

hidden secret…. post blended Carolina Reaper chilli adds a nice little

20 second burn time to this Juniper heavy gin.

 

7K Distillery Modern Tasmanian 

Derwent Park TAS

Aqua Vitae challenges the typical full bodied, heavy gins that

dominate the Australian market and proves a modern, clean spirit

that teases the palate with fresh, fruity and floral notes. Imperial

Mandarin, Strawberry Eucalyptus and Lemon Myrtle blend

harmoniously alongside Wild fennel and of course the hero, Serbian

Juniper.

7K Distillery Tasmanian Rasberry 

Derwent Park TAS

A sweet yet refreshing mixture created with Tasmanian-grown

raspberries. These ingredients combine to create a harmonious taste

that is rich on the palate, bringing a sweet and sensuous experience

with each sip.

Darby Norris Distillery Valley 

Scottsdale, TAS

Beautifully light and crisp, full of subtle flavours. Using

only the finest organic botanicals available. Fresh off the Southern

Ocean at the mouth of the Tamar River.

Darby Norris Distillery Port Barrel Aged 

Darby Norris Distillery Christmas Sweetheart 

Darby Norris Distillery Summer 

Darby Norris Distillery Citrus Explosion 

Darby Norris Distillery Blueberry

Darby Norris Distillery Valley 

Darby Norris Distillery Chameleon 

Origin: Australia
State:  Tasmania



Dasher and Fisher Cherry 

Devonport TAS

Rich, dark burgundy reminiscent of the fresh fruit on the

cherry tree. With the scent of  Spice, wood and a touch of almond

nuttiness, this gin presents a spicy, slightly sweet palate.

 

Dasher and Fisher Meadow 

Devonport TAS

15 botanicals showcase the lavender and oranges picked from

local gardens and fields. Wild meadow florals like lavender and sage

with overtones of freshly picked oranges remind you more of the

Amalfi Coast than Bass Strait. The sweet, hot palate gives way to an

echo of juniper.

 

Dasher and Fisher Mountain 

Devonport TAS

A classic London Dry style with a Tassie twist has 11

botanicals that hero the native pepperberries and herbs found on the

way to Cradle Mountain. Wildly fragrant alpine freshness, juniper,

coriander and Tasmanian highland pepperberries with a hint

liquorice root.

 

Dasher and Fisher Ocean 

Devonport TAS

12 botanicals that uncover an abundance of wakame seaweed

from the chilly Tasman Sea. Complex + layered, it has aromas of

seaweed, ocean spray, and fresh rose petal with nori, jasmine and

roast peanut flavours.

Dasher and Fisher Saffron  

Devonport TAS

Vibrant golden yellow in colour, with a Deeply rich saffron

with a hint of toffee scent. It presents a floral and spicy palate with

Tasmanian pepperberry warmth and a sublime lingering saffron

finish. Long and sumptuously balanced mix of spice, with a dry

finish.



Dasher and Fisher Sloe  

Devonport TAS

Handpicked sloe berries (Prunus spinosa) are foraged from

all over Tasmania in late summer and left to rest in our gin before

bottling. Dark red, crimson gin, the a deeply rich and inviting aroma.

Long and sumptuously balanced mix of spice, berry and sweetness.

 

Dasher and Fisher Strawberry

Devonport TAS

Strawberries (Fragaria × ananassa) are handpicked, hand

sliced and hulled in summer and left to rest in this special recipe 19

botanical gin before bottling. Soft red in appearance with a lush,

inviting strawberry and spice fragrance.  A beautifully balanced mix

of spice, fresh berry and sweetness, sensual.

Forty Spotted Citrus and Pepperberry

Cambridge, TAS

Forty Spotted Citrus & Pepperberry showcases the sweet,

aromatic influence of Australian citrus and the spice of native

Tasmanian pepperberry. With refreshing notes of orange and

tangerine and a long citrusy finish, each sip is like biting into a fresh,

juicy orange.

Forty Spotted Classic Release

Cambridge, TAS

Forty Spotted Classic is crafted to highlight the highly

aromatic native Tasmanian pepperberry. Fresh kaffir lime leaves

and a lemon peel dryness warm to sweet, lingering notes of

complementary herbs and spices. Clean, fresh and excitingly

complex, it’s a spirit designed to excite the curious drinker.

Forty Spotted Rare Tasmanian 

Cambridge, TAS

Produced at Lark Distillery in Hobart, this dry gin tips its

hat to the dry gins of old while keeping its gaze fixed on its new world

horizon. Typical juniper and citrus is married deftly with local

pepper berry to create a unique drinking experience. Named after

Tasmania's rarest bird, the Forty-spotted Pardalote, this gin reflects

that rarity in its ingenious balance between spice and citrus.

 



Forty Spotted Rasberry and Rose Mid Strength 

Cambridge TAS

Forty Spotted Raspberry & Rose is a fresh, floral spirit

with half the alcohol and all the flavour. Tart raspberry and citrus

give way to a pop of grapefruit, settling into an exquisite rose and

berry finish, harmoniously complemented by the delicate, rosy pink

hue.

 

Forty Spotted Tassie Bush Honey 

Cambridge  TAS

Forty Spotted Tassie Bush Honey brings together the warming

sensation of rooibos tea and the silky sweetness of Tasmanian bush

honey. A fleeting hit of fragrant juniper quickly yields to a wave of

caramel, consumed by a flood of floral meadow notes and a touch of

peppery heat.

 Lawrenny 1818 Settlers 

Ouse, TAS

The 1818 Settlers Gin embodied the strength and character of

those who came to colonise the Lawrenny land area. Bold  juniper 

comes  through  both  on  the nose  and the  palate, as herbal notes 

 from the property’s own rosemary intertwine with the freshness of

caraway. All bolstered by the warming spice of pimento berry and

cassia bark. The 1818 Settlers  has a mild  smokiness, not usually

associated with Gin, from a careful blend of the intense botanical

brown cardamom that graces the finish, without dominating the

dried fruit notes below.

 

Lawrenny Van Diemens  

Ouse TAS

Van Diemen’s Gin is born from the finest base spirit;

infused with a blend of traditional and progressive botanicals; and

enriched by the pure waters of the River Derwent. Van Diemen’s Gin

is an experience that highlights the natural freshness of this

inspiring land.A moment defined by a wonderfully balanced union of

bold Juniper, refined herbal notes and fresh citrus pronounced Van

Diemen’s Gin



Mc Henrys Barrel Aged 

Port Arthur TAS

This gin is aged in 24 hand selected American Oak Russel’s

Reserve 200 litre bourbon barrels. Made in Australia’s oldest gin

solera, the gin is carefully transferred half a barrel at a time through

the 24 barrels making up the solera. After 12 months the end result is

a gin that’s smooth and glorious to drink. When tasting the gin you’ll

notice the delicate hints of oak, vanilla and whisky notes forward on

the palate, but with the unmistakable resonance of gin.

 

Mc Henrys Butterfly 

Port Arthur TAS

Handcrafted in Tasmania, McHenry Butterfly Gin features the

Butterfly Pea Flower, a natural botanical which results in a

spectacular transformation from deep Asiatic blue to an alluring

pink with the addition of tonic water.

 

Mc Henrys Christmas  

Port Arthur TAS

An artisanal Christmas Gin to celebrate the festive season.

Our Master Distiller has made this gin by combining rare

Frankincense, Myrrh and ‘Gold’ to make an exceptional aromatic

libation. 

Mc Henrys Classic Dry 

Port Arthur TAS

An elegant smooth Gin – like a magic carpet ride of the

botanicals. Citrus peel is present and balanced with a small amount

of star anise, coriander seeds, cardamon and orris root all beautifully

balanced with

the juniper.

 



Mc Henrys Federation 

Port Arthur TAS

McHenry Distillery was approached by Parliament House in

Canberra to create a new world gin that captured the essence of

Australia. This unique gin is inspired by the diverse antipodean flora.  

Kakadu Plum from the Northern Territory, Lemon Myrtle from

Queensland, Strawberry Gum from New South Wales, Mountain

Pepperleaf from the Australian Capital Territory, South Australian

Wattle Seed, Cinnamon Myrtle  from Victoria, Tasmanian

Celery Top Pine, and Quandong from Western Australia.

 

Mc Henrys Navy Strength

Port Arthur TAS

McHenry Distillery’s Navy Strength Gin has been twice voted

the Best Navy Strength Gin in Australia and awarded a Gold Medal

at the 2015 Australian Distilled Spirits Awards (ADSA).

 

Mc Henrys Sloe 

Port Arthur TAS

McHenry Distillery has been producing this traditional

English Style Gin since 2012.  Using Sloe Berries foraged around the

lane ways and back roads of Tasmania and then steeped in our

Classic Gin for over 12 months, this gin has become Tasmania’s

most popular Sloe Gin.

 

Mc Henrys Summer 

Port Arthur TAS

Made with Local Tasmanian Saffron, this beautiful delicate

Gin leaves notes of orange blossom on your palate making you feel

like it’s summer! 

Old Kempton Barrel Aged 

Kempton TAS

A classic gin nose surrounded by soft woody notes. Complex,

rich and exciting. This gin has enjoyed just the right amount of time

in an OKD whisky barrel. The subtle malty notes combine beautifully

with juniper and hints of citrus notes. An unashamed barrel aged gin,

leaving your tongue searching for answers as to why it is simply so

delicious.



Old Kempton Embezzler 

Kempton TAS

Embezzler Gin is designed to be a well-balanced gin that

incorporates a strong juniper character. Blended with citrus, florals,

spices, sweetness and ending with a traditional London dry finish

that lasts just long enough before you are wanting to take another

sip. The Embezzler should stand out in your glass and can be drunk

straight, on ice or chilled, with tonic or our suggestion is chilled with

a slice of lime. Our hero botanics include; Kafir Lime, Cassia, Lemon

Myrtle and Mint.

 

Old Kempton Six Shillings 

Kempton TAS

A delightfully perfumed nose speaking of traditional

botanicals playing gracefully with the distillers choice of fruits. A

sweet mouth filling gin, without revealing too much. Opening up to

be a beautifully balanced palate of fruity gin. The palate gently slips

into an exceptionally satisfying finish – lingering and continuing to

give up it’s secrets.

 

Poltergeist A True Spirit 

Pontville TAS

Crisp and fragrant, this classic London dry gin balances

juniper and citrus with spicy and nutty notes to finish.

 

Poltergeist Navy 

Pontville TAS

A big, bold Navy Strength gin that skilfully combines all 12

botanicals in the proven and unique Poltergeist Gin style. The higher

57% ABV ensures the retention of essential oils resulting in the

creation of this dynamic mouth-watering expression. Poltergeist

Navy Strength and has an earthy and robust flavour profile. 

 

Poltergeist Unfiltered 

Pontville TAS

The flavour profile is earthy and robust, and the balance of

brawny botanicals like liquorice root, cardamom, orris root and

Tasmanian pepper berries, with the more traditional citrus and nutty

gin flavours, is unique.



Taylor and Smith Dry  

Hobart TAS

The fresh spirit of Tasmania’s ancient Huon Pine, iridescent

abalone shell and pristine water. A nod to a London Dry, this Dry

Gin features the four key botanicals of sage, abalone shell, Huon

Pine needles and red grapefruit. Fresh sage is grown in our

distillery garden and we source the shell whilst on family abalone

dives. Once cleaned, the shell is dried and broken into tiny pieces

to infuse in the gin. Abalone shell, used in Chinese medicine, is a

calcium carbonate to neutralise the acids and adds a slight

salinity. Huon Pine (Lagarostrobos franklinii) is a species of

conifer native to Tasmania. It is found by the edge of rivers and is

an incredibly slow growing, revered local timber. The needles

provide pine notes that differ to juniper and add to the complexity

of the dryness.

 

Taylor and Smith 

Hobart TAS

We distill our distinct small-batch handmade gin using Huon

Valley apples to form our uniquely crafted Eau de vie. 17

botanicals, both contemporary Tasmanian and traditional are

added including Sweet-scented Kunzea, hand-harvested Kombu,

Tasmanian Pepper Berries, and Leatherwood Honey, Juniper,

Coriander, Orris, Angelica, and Blood Orange. The water that we

use comes from a lake of snowmelt at Mount Field National Park

that feeds directly down to our distillery.

 

The Abel Gin Co Christmas 

Launceston, TAS

This Christmas Gin is chock full of all the fruits of summer

with berry notes and those first cherries of the season on a

background of subtle traditional Christmas spice to add richness

and depth.

 

The Abel Gin Co Essence  

Launceston, TAS

A vibrant and fresh gin with refreshing citrus notes and a

delicate floral background, as refreshing as a spring afternoon.

Perfect for a summer’s day



The Splendid Gin 

Cranbrook TAS

Delicate notes of mandarin, rosemary and bergamot are

carefully preserved through vapour infusion and balanced with

traditional juniper and coriander botanicals.

 



Animus Distillery Arboretum  

Kyneton VIC

A complex herbaceous gin utilising a range of local

estate-grown ingredients: Fresh strawberry gum leaf, lemon

thyme, rosemary, oranges and native bush tomato support the

classic gin notes of bold juniper, coriander seed, and citrus, with a

long, spicy balanced finish.

 

  

Autonomy Quandong 

Spotswood VIC

Native Australian botanicals and orange peels collected from

Market Juice are used to create a low food mile gin. A mildly tart

yet peachy punch of Quandong is balanced by bright Aussie citrus

and Tasmanian Pepperberry.

Bass and Flinders Angry Ant 

Dromana VIC

This premium gin is a truly unique Australian gin, a tribute

to Australia's rich bio-diverse landscapes. 

The botanicals, which were hand-picked at Wooleen Station,

include Mulla Mulla and Purple Vetch flowers, native lemongrass,

native sandalwood nuts, the currant bush; and, of course, the

starring botanical, Australian ants!.... 

 

Bass and Flinders Cerise 

Dromana VIC

Cherry, raspberry and vanilla having fun in the sun. Juniper

berries softened by coriander are combined with lush and fragrant

botanicals including hibiscus rosella, cherries, raspberries and a

hint of orange. Our pink gin is unashamedly fresh, fruity, floral

and fab. An elegant pink gin reminiscent of Turkish delight.

 

Origin: Australia
State:  Victoria



Bass and Flinders Maritime 

Dromana VIC 

Inspired by the coastline, sea breeze and rocky shores of

the Mornington Peninsula, this fresh, savoury gin delivers a

uniquely Australian twist to the classic dry gin. Locally foraged

kelp and samphire as well as locally harvested vine leaves

compliment dry juniper notes, while coastal saltbush, lemon

myrtle and currant bush provide depth of flavour reminiscent of

the Australian bush that hugs the coastline of the Mornington

Peninsula.

Bass and Flinders Monsoon Eastern Twist 

Dromana VIC

Refreshingly exotic, Monsoon Gin is infused with spices of

the East. Juniper berries, lemongrass, ginger and ginseng collide

together creating a dry gin with a twist. You'll be thunderstruck

as you wait for the storm to break.

Bass and Flinders Orient

Dromana VIC

This racy, tangy gin is bursting with flavours of sweet

mandarin, native strawberry gum and kaffir lime leaf to balance

dry juniper notes. Victorian jujubes, native wattleseed and

sesame seed create texture while Sichuan pepper adds dramatic

depth of flavour. The roar of flavours draws inspiration from the

heritage of this family-owned distillery and highlights Australia’s

love affair with Eastern flavours.

 

Bass and Flinders Soft and Smooth

Dromana VIC

Soft & Smooth is part of Bass & Flinders Distillery's Single

Vineyard Gin range and is crafted using shiraz-based eau de

vie - a grape spirit crafted from wine sourced from a single

vineyard. Bass & Flinders work closely with their winemaker to

keep the flavours consistent in their quest for the finest quality,

smooth textured 100% shiraz-based gin.



Bass and Flinders Wild and Spicy 

Dromana VIC

Aromatic with a hint of spice, Gin 10 is made from a complex

blend of ten botanicals including juniper berries, cardamom,

orange and native pepper berry. With a focus on textural

pleasure, a selection of roots and barks ground the aromatic

spices creating velvet-like weight...a full and round

orange exotica embracing a long spicy finish.

Big Tree Claude Navy 

Newham, Macedon Ranges VIC

Robust and wonderful, Claude Navy Strength gin has a hint of

the Australian bush. Our heavy hitter farm crafted gin that is full

flavour (Navy Strength) with a delicate touch of Southern

Sassafras foraged from the Victorian mountains.

 

Big Tree Cumquat Infused 

Newham, Macedon Ranges VIC

Seasonal Cumquat infused and double distilled GiN. Big Tree

continue to forage enough cumquats to make this very popular

stand out citrusy smooth gin.

 

Big Tree Elegant Dry 

Newham, Macedon Ranges VIC

Traditional in flavour as this is what we like, a good

well-rounded G&T. Beautifully aromatic and smooth. The Elegant

Dry Gin is our classic shout out to the London Dry Gin style. Made

on the farm in the Macedon Ranges 16,833km away from London

with the finest ingredients and fresh rainwater collected off the

farm.

Big Tree Rhubarb 

Newham, Macedon Ranges, VIC

Made with fresh rhubarb picked from the farms

veggie patch and they have also raided a few neighbour’s rhubarb

patches as well to make this gorgeous small batch farm crafted

pink gin



Death Gin Chilli 

Melbourne VIC

You’ve got a beautiful profile of amazing Australian Bird’s

eye chilli with its stunning spicy kick which beautifully

compliments the usual suspects, such as the premium botanicals

of juniper berries, lemon peels, tonka beans, leatherwood honey.

 

Death Gin Dry 

Melbourne VIC

Aside from the usual suspects, you got some spice, you got

some sweetness, you got some caramel if you can find it. After

that the citrus comes in asks if they can crash on your couch and

you’re like ‘of course mate’ and they do and then you watch Die

Hard – it still holds up magnificently.

 Fosseys Broken Heel

Mildura VIC

In the Fossey’s Gin world of eclectic creation, comes a Gin of such

glitzy glamour that we adorn our fabulous gin spectacles to

savour in the sparkles. The absolute extravagance of colour is

surpassed only by the

gloriousness of taste and with a twinkle in the eye and flash of

smiling confidence, allow yourself to be truly immersed in the

indulgence of the wonderfully luxurious, Fossey’s Broken Heel

Gin.

Fosseys Desert Lime

Mildura VIC

Desert Lime trees exhibit many desert adaption

characteristics and we at Fossey’s have also seen exceptional

adaption qualities when ginfused with our exceptional elixir to

create the perfect combination of summer and nostalgia. The

intense and piquant flavour is only enhanced by our handcrafted

gin and given that the Desert Lime has been analysed as a very

healthy food with three times the vitamin C compared to

oranges, we’d like to think that a tasty tipple a day could keep

those nasty blues at bay!



Fosseys Duchess Grey

Mildura VIC

Taking French Earl Grey Tea and infusing it with our floral

forward Original Gin, she then brings herself to a high society of

flavour darlings, balanced out perfectly with fresh citrus to create

a smooth and dare we say creamy, Duchess Grey Gin.

Fosseys Frontignac 

Mildura VIC

A subtly sweet Gin with stubborn undertones and challenging

characteristics, but well balanced with the flavours of delight and

happiness.

Fosseys Kaffir Leaf

Mildura VIC

A key ingredient in Southern Asian cuisine, the not so

humble, blow your socks off with fabulous flavour, dynamic herb

has quickly become a favourite at Fossey’s and the combination

of tropical yet refreshingly bushland botanicals with the ever

present underlying essence of grape, our Fossey’s Kaffir Leaf Gin

is a stand out with the distinctive WOW factor.

Fosseys Old Man Saltbush

Mildura VIC

Superbly subtle in flavour but so desperately needing a

robust friend, we have paired the Salt Bush scrub with Murray

River Pink Salt in ginfusion merriment!

A fabulous local product to Mildura region, Murray River

Salt produce salt flakes using the pristine mineralised brines from

ancient saline aquifers of the Murray Darling Basin and the

stunning pale pink hue of these salt flakes are a result of that

combination.



Fosseys Original

Mildura VIC

Unabashedly boutique our Fossey’s Original Gin Elixir is

truly a defined Australian Gin, replacing traditional ingredients

with our glorious Australian grown Lemon Myrtle and

Pepperberry, Lavender and Cassia, just to name a few.

Fosseys Pepperberry

Mildura VIC

A more distinct and forceful flavor than the leaf, the pepperberry

has a fruity pepper flavor and stands alone in our Fossey’s range

not only in taste but by naturally colouring this blend a soft pink.

Fosseys Shiraz

Mildura VIC

Lustfully smooth and passionately embracing of your palate,

Fossey’s Shiraz Gin takes you on delightful stroll through the

vineyards of Mildura with the warmth of the afternoon sun on

your cheeks and the crisp smell of autumn in the air.

Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz 

Healesville VIC

Gin combined with Yarra Valley grapes? Bloody brilliant.

This crazy experiment using their original Rare Dry Gin steeped

with local cool climate Shiraz grapes has become a cult-favourite,

the perfect balance of sweet fruit and ginny goodness.

 

Four Pillars Chardonnay Barrel Aged

Healesville VIC 

Chardonnay Barrel Gin is smooth and super sippable gin. The

2019 vintage has spent an entire year in French Oak ex-

Chardonnay barrels giving the palate beautiful softness, with a

little more sweetness than previous releases. There’s also a

development of light cinnamon and nutmeg flavours, along with

the trademark ginger from the cardamom.



Four Pillars Modern Australian 

Healesville, VIC

An Asian-inspired gin with native botanicals, our Modern

Australian Gin is bright and dry - a modern classic gin. Red and

green Szechuan give it a lovely warm mouthfeel, while the

macadamia nuts add softness and an almost creamy palate. The

fresh apples, ginger and grapefruit peel, along with dry native

quandong, give the gin fruit and lift.

 

Four Pillars Rare Dry 

Healesville, VIC

Rare Dry Gin is our original (and still our favourite). It

is, to us, simply the most delicious gin on the planet. We crafted it

to deliver the best of all worlds: a classically smooth gin that

combines Asian botanicals with great Mediterranean citrus. It’s

spicy but with great citrus from the whole fresh oranges and

native lemon myrtle, a truly modern Australian gin.

 

Four Pillars Spiced Negroni  

Healesville, VIC

Four Pillars Spiced Negroni Gin is the only gin in the world

created specifically to go in a Negroni cocktail. It is a highly

aromatic, rich and (yes) spicy gin with great power and intensity.

We use the West African spice grains of paradise and Indonesian

cubeb to up the ante, and open the plates when distilling to add

weight to the gin.

 

Hippocampus Barrel Aged 

Braeside VIC (formerly Perth WA until 2017)

Hippocampus Dry Gin aged in Margaret River Chardonnay

barrels for 7 months. The time in barrel has amplified the citrus

character of the spirit and given it a well balanced sweetness and

mouthfeel.



Hurdle Creek Aniseed 

Milawa VIC

A unique aniseed flavoured gin vapour infused with the

traditional gin botanicals including juniper, coriander, angelica

and cassia bark, with a blend of aniseed flavoured botanicals:

aniseed, star anise, fennel, liquorice root and aniseed myrtle,

fresh ginger and cinnamon myrtle.

 

Hurdle Creek Cherry 

Milawa VIC

For the 2020 seasonal release, locally grown Cherries from

Eldorado Orchards were frozen and then steeped in a specially

made gin that featured cassia and lemon myrtle. After the

cherries were strained out the infused gin was fortified with more

gin. The result is a unique seasonal release with a rich cherry

colour and flavour complementing our blend of botanicals.

Hurdle Creek Yardarm 

Milawa VIC

A robust vapour infused New World gin with a smooth rounded

flavour. You'll taste the traditional gin botanicals including

juniper, coriander, angelica and cassia bark together with citrus

(orange peel, lime leaves, cardamom and lemon myrtle), spicy

pink peppercorns and hop flowers.

 

Larrikin Buccaneer  

Ballarat VIC

Distilled with plenty of flavour extracted from our quality

botanicals with an extra ration of juniper and added limes.  The

Buccaneer is the ideal spirit for mixers and cocktails.  Initially

smooth on the front palate this gin releases the complexity of

flavours before the higher alcohol level makes its presence

known.



Larrikin Lola 

Ballarat VIC

This limited release gin was created in collaboration with

Lola restaurant at the Provincial Hotel in Ballarat.  Bottled at

‘bartender’s strength’ it is a bold gin produced across two

separate distillations with lots of juniper and some carefully

chosen exotic and fresh botanicals for balance. It is a gin

lovers gin, ideal for cocktails and party time.

 

  

Larrikin Original 

Ballarat VIC

A contemporary gin with carefully selected Australian

botanicals complementing the juniper and coriander base.  Notes

of lemon and hints of spice.  A well-balanced gin with a smooth

mouth feel that can be sipped on its own or used to create some

interesting new mixed drinks.

 

Larrikin Scoundrel 

Ballarat VIC

A classic London Dry with notes of juniper and coriander,

balanced with intrigue from spices including cinnamon verum 

and brown cardamom along with accents of fresh citrus. 

 A well-balanced gin. Smooth, great depth and a superb mixer.

 

Larrikin Sunburnt Bush Tucker  

Ballarat VIC

Featuring the best of Australian bush tucker this very

special gin is bottled at 50.7(%), Australia’s highest temperature

on record.  The juniper, although present is restrained and lets the

native botanicals shine through.  There are hints of dried plum,

limey zest and a unique roasty character along with strawberry

and lemon notes



Melbourne Gin Company Dry   

Melbourne VIC

Eleven botanicals, both local and exotic, are each

individually extracted, distilled and then blended to create a well-

rounded, smooth and slightly surprising gin. Building on the

classic foundations of juniper berries and coriander seed, the

grapefruit peel and Rosemary hail from the garden at Gembrook

Hill Vineyard in the Yarra Valley, where the gin is made. The

other locals are macadamia, sandalwood, honey lemon myrtle

and organic navel orange. Bringing Melbourne’s cosmopolitan

flavour to the mix are the exotics: angelica root, orris root and

cassia bark.

 

Patient Wolf Dry  

Melbourne VIC

Our Melbourne Dry Gin is appropriately named after our

hometown and where our distillery is. We spent years making,

creating, refining our first gin. A process that seemed endless at

the time but was obvious when it arrived. The result is a

considered creation and a gin that is big, bold and complex, yet is

incredibly smooth and balanced.

 

That Spirited Lot Hawker Market Asian inspired 

Seaford VIC

Vaguely herbal, conjuring aromas of pine needles, coriander

seed and crushed curry leaves, less the heat. The Asian spice

theme continues on the palate with suggestions of Thai green

curry backed up by juniper, Vietnamese mint and citrus.

Lingering spices through the finish.

That Spirited Lot Island Flower Pink Bubblegum &

Lemon 

Seaford VIC

This one shot pot distilled gin is crafted from Australian

grape spirit, with base notes of juniper and coriander, accented

with the sweetness of dried apples, fig, date, hibiscus flower &

highlights of zingy lemon. Take a sip and think bubble gum.



 That Spirited Lot Ninch Musk and Pink Grapefruit

Seaford VIC

Dense and creamy opening aromas of dried grass and

cheesecake followed by earthy juniper, dried pine

needles and lemon peel. Creamy, relaxed mouth feel

with juniper in spades, nicely balanced in a sustained,

vibrant, tangy finish. Late hints of lemonade gelato

through the aftertaste.

That Spirited Lot That Gin House Pour 

Seaford VIC

Column distilled from a grape base. Very lifted with peppery

warmth, pine shoots, lemon peel and hints of coriander. A soft,

well-rounded, citrus-forward style developing creamy juniper

towards the finish. Ends gingery, lemony and medium long. Solid

mixer with appealing freshness.

 

That Spirited Lot Turkish Delight  

Seaford VIC

The perfect treat: A Gin that tastes like a sweet Turkish

Delight... STOP IT!

With notes of rose, pistachio, ginger & highlights of lemon,

finished with distilled rose water.

The Cannabis Company High Seas Navy 

Healesville VIC

On the nose you'll experience tropical immersion,

reminiscent of that point where the beach meets the jungle on a

remote coastline of the Coral Sea. Fresh tones of grapefruit blend

with ginger, turmeric and cinnamon, beckoning you into the

canopy. On first sip, a heady dose of spice meets strong notes of

citrus lime, balanced by fragrant rosemary, blossoming into a

long dry finish through the complex interaction between

earthy lows and floral highs.



The Cannabis Company Jilungin Dreaming Hemp

Healesville VIC

Both aroma and taste are super fresh. On the nose, scents of

jilungin and wild lemongrass bring forth a refreshing coolness

reminiscent of a wetlands breeze on a hot summer’s day. Citrus

elements of finger lime intertwine with cinnamon myrtle, while a

heavy dose of juniper and coriander keep the spirit firmly

entrenched in the tradition of a truly classic gin.

 

The Cannabis Company The Myrcene Hemp –
Healesville VIC

Myrcene is the most abundant terpene found in cannabis,

terpenes being the primary constituents of the essential oils in

many types of medicinal plants and flowers. Bubblegum aromas

blend with lavender, pine forest and sage. Soft tones of violet

interact on the palate with woodland flavours of rosemary and

resin, cloves and woody spices.

 

The Craft and Co Antagonist – Hard Cut

Collingwood VIC

Hard Cut is inspired by the method of harvesting the grass.

Fresh cut, hand harvested kikuyu grass (Pennisetum

clandestinum) between 10-17cms are rushed to the production line

after approx 5 hours of being picked stem by stem – literally stem

by stem.  Double profile juniper (Juniperus communis) gin – 60% of

the total botanical weight. Soft mellowing period on grass to rest

allowing more buttery textures to shine. Spring in a bottle.

Creating complexity through simplicity.

 

The Craft and Co Apple Pie 

Collingwood VIC

This is what happens when a chef and distiller start

talking. The Craft & Co prides itself on being a collaborative

distillery and when the chef was baking some apple pies one day

in the kitchen onsite, they sparked up a conversation about how

they could work together to create a unique culinary series of

gins. The result? Apple Pie Gin – A mouthful of fresh baked apple

pie, shortbread, subtle aromatic spices of cinnamon, nutmeg and

vanilla, finishing with a clean juniper backbone. Enjoy this gin

neat or with your choice of soda or imagine the possibilities of how

this could be used in cakes, ice-cream, sauces or even as a glaze

on roast pork or candied bacon.



The Craft and Co Collingwood  

Collingwood VIC

A glorious balance of fragrant native botanicals,

traditional gin spices and plenty of juniper, this Dry recipe may

have been born in London but is now an Aussie citizen. This is

your go-to gin for all occasions.

 

The Craft and Co Distillers Cut 

Collingwood VIC

Depth, fragrance & complexity – this gin champions a new

school approach to craft distillation using a unique selection of

botanicals, characterised by its juniper-rich and subtle

sweetness.

 

The Craft and Co Gingerbread Dry Gin 

Collingwood VIC

Utterly unique, this unashamedly unfiltered gin retains all

the warmth from the macerated ginger root, smashed nutmeg,

cinnamon and tonka beans, recalling that delicious sense of joy

from all your favourite festivities. It’s your new happy place.

 

The Craft and Co London Dry 

Collingwood VIC

A well-balanced gin with all the classic hallmarks of a

London Dry. This gin is characterised by smooth botanical notes

and a subtle balance of citrus and spice. It certainly has London

calling!

 

The Craft and Co Mothers Milk 

Collingwood VIC

A classic dry for a classic lady, Marie who is featured on

the label. A traditional Classic Dry Gin. Juniper forward to

produce a signature dryness with a ginger citrus finish.



The Craft and Co Navy 

Collingwood VIC

A well-rounded and savoury recipe, our Navy Strength Gin

summons the characteristics of the best spices first discovered on

the infamous Silk Road, and with that little extra kick to make it

an unforgettable journey.

 

The Craft and Co Old Tom  

Collingwood VIC

Sweetness, citrus & spice, this unique gin screams of

native myrtle, wildflowers & fennel, whilst offering a smooth

palate derived from the addition of locally sourced cream prior to

distillation. It’s Old Tom, but not as you know him.

 

 

Tiny Bear Australian Summer 

Knoxfield VIC

Enjoy a juniper, floral and wattle punch in our most unique

creation yet. Taste the subtle citrus from native lemon myrtle

with a full body nutty macadamia finish.

 

Tiny Bear Christmas Pudding  

Knoxfield VIC

Christmas Pudding just like Grandma used to make (and just as

boozey). We’ve swapped out the usual gin botanicals (still bucket

loads of Juniper) for currants, cranberries, apricots and orange to

make this fruity number. Finished off with a subtle drop of spice

and decadent almond.

Tiny Bear Doctor 

Knoxfield VIC

A herbaceous gin, with strong notes from fresh Basil,

Vietnamese mint, Sage and Dill. Floral notes from Hibiscus, with

woody sweet after tones from cinnamon. A subtle juniper

sweetness blends it all together.



Tiny Bear Ginger Bear 

Knoxfield VIC

A gingerbread person for the adults, this sweet and spicy

gin’s immediate ginger hit is complimented by warming

cinnamon, clove and nutmeg. Lets not forget that Juniper

goodness hugging all the flavours together. Forget subtle and

enjoy this gin with your favourite spicy ginger beer to really let

that ginger bread bear shine.

 

Tiny Bear Gypsy 

Knoxfield VIC

A spice driven gin, with a pungent juniper base. Flavored by

four different peppers, as well as cardamom, clove and cumin.

Fresh citrus notes added from lemon and lime, with a crisp finish

from the added cucumber.

 

Tiny Bear Sailor 

Knoxfield VIC

A bold driven Navy, with a powerful punch of Juniper, tart

notes from full fresh oranges and spice from cardamom and clove.



Ginversity Australian Native 

Margaret River WA

Australian Native is the essence of Australia's South West

in a bottle, featuring Emu Plum sourced sustainably in

collaboration with local cultural tour group Koomal Dreaming.

 

Ginversity Barrel Aged 

Margaret River WA

 ThisBarrel Aged Gin is handcrafted in a single small batch

and aged in a French Oak Shiraz wine barrels sourced from a local

Margaret River winery. Exhibiting a striking pink glow, a sweet

earthy palate with an incredibly smooth and delicate finish.

 

Ginversity Botanical 

Margaret River WA

This Botanical Gin is made using handpicked botanicals that

have been carefully chosen to reflect a unique native Australian

recipe. Individually distilled and infused to create a distinctive

aromatic style.

 

Ginversity London Dry 

Margaret River WA

Ginversity London Dry Gin is a distinct fusion of nine traditional

botanicals including Meen, a unique botanical foraged in

Australia’s South West. This Gin is light and refreshing with a dry

finish..

Origin: Australia
State:  WA



Ginversity Pink 

Margaret River WA

Inspired by juicy South West Australian summer fruits and

warm days in Margaret River, this gin is light and thirst-

quenching with a soft sweetness on the palate. Quandong is an

essential element to the unique flavour profile, and brings a

dryness to the palate.

 

Ginversity Smoked Hemp 

Margaret River WA

Developed in collaboration with the Margaret River Hemp Co, this

handcrafted and delicately smoked gin is made using locally

grown organic hemp hearts. The smoking process adds a level of

complexity and when blended with carefully selected botanicals,

creates a truly contemporary style of Gin. While Juniper anchors

the gin, the creamy nutty hemp heart envelopes the tongue and

lingers long after the smoke has disappeared.

 

Old Youngs 1829 Gin 

Swan Valley WA

Starting with Tuscan juniper berries, Old Youngs searched near

and far for the finest botanicals to give 1829 its balance between

bright citrus characters and savoury spice. 

 

Old Youngs Common Gin  

Swan Valley WA

This navy-strength gin is a fitting showcase for the Tuscan

Juniper that is at the heart of all Old Young’s gins. Ever wondered

what just juniper tastes like? Well here it is – the world’s best

juniper distilled at four times our regular strength.



Old Youngs Six Seasons 

Swan Valley WA

This herbal and earthy gin pays tribute to the six seasons

of the Noongar people indigenous to the Swan Valley. A savoury,

high ABV gin for special occasions that makes a unique and

complex martini.

 

SevenZeroEight Gin

Perth WA

Founded by Shane Warne and distilled in Western Australia,

this London Dry style Gin Has a classic nose with a luscious

balanced palate that leads into a smooth finish with hints of

lemon myrtle and thyme. Using only the finest ingredients and

distilling techniques, you will enjoy a smooth finish with subtle

hints of citrus and thyme.

The West Winds The Broadside Gin 

Margaret River WA

Its intensity of flavour comes from the delicious Sea

Parsley seasoned with Margaret River sea salt. The Broadside Gin

was likely the first spirit in the world to incorporate filtered

seawater.

 

The West Winds The Cutlass Gin 

Margaret River WA

The Cutlass is a beautifully aromatic gin with a unique

Australian character. It combines traditional juniper alongside

some uniquely Australian elements like cinnamon myrtle and

Australian bush tomato. Handcrafted small batch is the key to its

delicacy. The introduction of Australian bush tomato pairs up

with an increase in coriander seed to produce a headstrong but

beautifully aromatic gin.



Beefeater London Dry Gin

England

Beefeater is a benchmark in London's Gin market and has been

for more than a century. Spicy and fruity aromas with a nice

balance and a focus on the juniper along with eight other

botanicals. Dry and classy all the way to the finish.

 

Beefeater Pink Gin 

England

Beefeater Pink strawberry is the vibrant new Pink Gin made

using the original Beefeater London Dry Recipe with the addition

of Natural Strawberry flavouring to give it a vibrant and delicious

strawberry taste.

 

Bombay Sapphire Bramble Gin 

England

Made with freshly harvested blackberries and raspberries,

capturing the real flavour and essence of fresh blackberries and

raspberries when they are most ripe, imparting their rich, vibrant

characteristics.

 

Bulldog London Dry Gin 

England (distilled in England, originated in America)

Bulldog Gin is defiantly delicious. The balanced flavour and

crisp character of Bulldog Gin is infused with 12 of the rarest, most

distinctive botanicals; including Dragon Eye (cousin of the

Lychee), French lavender, Italian juniper, Asian lotus leaves,

Turkish white poppy and Chinese liquorice. Every batch is

quadruple distilled in traditional copper pots at one

of the world’s finest gin distilleries that has been producing gin

since 1761; crafting Bulldog into one of the world’s smoothest,

most mixable gins.

Origin: International
Country: England



Chase GB Extra Dry Gin 

England

GB Gin is crafted by copper pot distilling Chase Vodka with

10 botanicals; juniper, coriander seed, bitter almond, cinnamon

bark, ginger, cloves, angelica root, liquorice root, lemon peel, and

cardamom. This handcrafted gin is distinct and full bodied in

flavour, and bound to become a favourite in your gin collection.

 

Fishers London Dry Gin 

England

Fishers Gin combines rare old English herbs and botanicals

with distilled barley, sourced entirely from East Anglian farmers.

Crystal clear. Brilliant clarity with strong legs. Piney juniper over

orange sherbet and delicate black pepper. Saffron? Thyme?

Lemon oregano? Coriander? Medium dry. Lots of super fresh citrus

on the palate, in particular, orange zest, grapefruit and lemon, but

contrasted with attractive dried-herbal notes. Concludes savoury,

with hints of turmeric, white pepper and fresh juniper in the

aftertaste. A distinctive and sophisticated integration of sweet

and dry flavours

 

Gin Lane 1751 Cucumber Watermelon & Mint Gin

England

Gin Lane Cucumber, Watermelon & Mint is a refreshing

summer styled, spritz gin. Flavoured with natural ingredients to

bring you feelings of effervescent summer in your glass.

 

Opihr Oriental Spiced London Dry Gin  

England

A unique London Dry Gin made using hand-picked botanicals,

including spicy cubeb berries from Indonesia, cardamom and

Tellicherry black pepper from India and coriander from Morocco.



Sipsmith London Dry Gin 

England

This Gin is made using a very traditional recipe which

produces a particularly dry gin with a zesty, citrus finish. The

quintessential expression of a classic, traditional London Dry Gin.

Bold, complex and aromatic.

 

Whitley Neill Rhubarb & Ginger Gin 

England

Whitley Neil Rhubarb & Ginger Gin is inspired by the

glory of English country gardens, the essence of rhubarb adds a

tart crisp edge to the smooth English Gin base, whilst the ginger

extract warms the palate for a full bodied finish.

Country: Germany
Monkey 47 Schwarzwald Dry Gin 

Germany

Classic dry gin, interpreted in an entirely new and

eccentric way. There are 47 ingredients that have found their

way into the Monkey 47 Gin recipe, including angelica root,

acacia flowers, bramble leaves, lingonberries and spruce shoots,

all of which come from the Black Forest. Juniper berries come

from the Mediterranean (they’re known to be more aromatic as

they receive four to six weeks more sun than their Tuscan and

German

cousins).



Dingle Original Gin 

Ireland

Awarded World's Best Gin (2019 World Gin Awards), Ireland's

Dingle Original Gin contains botanicals from a pristine Kerry

landscape, including rowan berry, fuschia, bog myrtle, hawthorn

and heather. Macerated for 24hrs, the spirit is distilled in a hand

beaten copper still with resulting vapors passing through a

flavour basket. The distillate is then cut with pure water drawn

from a well 240ft below the distillery.

 

Drumshanbo Gunpowder Irish Gin 

Ireland

Unique, extraordinary and as remarkable as the elusive

creature PJ Rigney has occasionally glimpsed in the fields, the

Drumshanbo Jackalope. Slow distilled by hand in our medieval

copper pot stills with oriental botanicals and gunpowder tea. 8 pot

still botanicals and 4 vapour infused botanicals are combined in

the oriental traditions of distilling.

 

Method & Madness Single Pot Irish Gin 

Ireland

The Method & Madness Single Pot Irish Gin 700ml features

aromas of juniper, citrus, spice, herbal and earthy gorse flowers

with sweet coconut flavour on finish. Well balanced on aromatics

with juniper, citrus, spice palate. Smooth, warm on mouthfeel

with herbal and earthy woodland distinction on taste.

 

Mil Mediterranean Gin 

Ireland

Mil is an Irish pot still gin, distilled with fragrant

Medittarean botanicals and bursting with southern sunshine.

This small batch gin is distilled with almond, basil, bergamot

orange, gooseberry, juniper, olives, orris, rosemary and thyme.

Country: Ireland



Malfy Gin Con Arancia  

Italy

Juniper, Sicilian Blood Oranges and 6 botanicals make up the

Malfy Con Arancia gin. The key botanical additions are Blood

Orange peels sourced from Sicily. Blood Oranges are a prized

variety in Sicily, and harvested in November. Their rich red

colour develops from the cool Mediterranean nights. The

Blood Orange peels are steeped in alcohol and pressed in a

basket press. The infusion is then blended with juniper and

other botanicals before being distilled in a stainless steel

vacuum still.

 

Malfy Gin Rosa 

Italy

This bright delicious gin is like no other. Our sun-ripened

Sicilian Pink Grapefruits are grown in citrus groves on the

Mediterranean coast where the mountains greet the sea. The

taste is juicy fresh grapefruit, with a rich long juniper finish.

Malfy Gin Con Limone

Italy

Malfy is a zesty citrus and yet classically complex gin. It's key

botanical additions are lemon peels sourced from the Italian

coastline that are steeped in alcohol and pressed in a basket

press. The infusion is then blended with juniper and other

botanicals before distillation

 

Country: Italy



Eden Mill Candy Cane Christmas 

Scotland

Recognising the delightful taste that is enjoyed by all over

the festive season, our distillers crafted a Christmas inspired gin

that is sweet on the palate leading to a warmer, rich minty

character with hints of light berry fruits. Using peppermint for

flavour, and bilberry and hibiscus for colour, our distillers have

taken the art of gin to one universal symbol of Christmas Gin.

 

 

Eden Mill Passionfruit And Coconut 

Scotland

Full of flavour, with passionfruit and apricot both

dominating. Starts sweets but the slightly bitter passionfruit

remains as the sweetness begins to fade. Toasted coconut notes

add a savoury character.

 

Country: Japan
Etsu Japanese Gin 

Japan

Etsu Japanese Gin is made at the Asahikawa Distillery

located on the Japanese island of Hokkaido. The botanicals

macerate in neutral cane spirit for 24 hours before distillation in a

copper pot still. These botanicals include tea leaves, yuzu, green

bitter orange peel, coriander, licorice, and angelica root in

addition to juniper.

Country: Scotland



Eden Mill Golf 

Scotland

This botanically rich spirit incorporates botanicals from

local grassland and coastal courses around Scotland which gives

the gin a unique juniper and floral flavour. To ensure Golf Gin

was truly representative of local golf courses, the team of

distillers at Eden Mill sourced botanicals such as Seaweed from

St. Andrews Links and Gorse Flower from Braids in Edinburgh to

name a few, making this Gin every golfer’s G & Tee of choice.

 

Eden Mill Love 

Scotland

Love Gin - The famous light blush Pink Gin from Eden Mill

brings together an outstanding blend of local botanicals and

exotic fruits. This pink gin is a pale colour when poured and

when diluted, sweet vanilla and floral notes are brought out.

Eden Mill Oak Gin

Scotland

Oak gin delivers a warm finish as lovely as a sipping gin/whisky;

rich oak spice and brown honey toast finishing on sweet

caramel, vanilla and sugarcane. The ginger really brings out the

spice and woodiness of Oak gin. Sweet and rich-spiced fruits and

spices (cinnamon & star anise) are evident. Soft delicate vanilla

and fudge mingle with the ginger. Just marvellous!

Eden Mill Original

Scotland

Made from Fife's seabuckthorn berries, a super food that grows

within walking distance of our St Andrews distillery. The unique

tart berry flavour is abundant but we balance the gin around it

using citrus elements drawn from the other botanicals (like

lemon balm and citrus peel). This gin is on a quite different level

to most.



Eden Mill Spiced Rhubarb & Vanilla Gin

Scotland

Eden Mill's latest seasonal offering, Spiced Rhubarb &

Vanilla Gin, is bright and zingy, with a sharp fruit tang

reminiscent of rhubarb rock.

Eden Mill St Andrews Hop Gin  

Scotland

To create their award winning Hop Gin, Eden Mill married

their brewing and distilling skills. Hops, a core ingredient of beer,

meets Eden Mill Gin and the result is a zesty citrus and apricot

aroma. Because of a balance between floral, coriander and light

hoppy notes, a soft tropical fruit follows with an undercurrent of

juniper. This leaves smooth, hoppy and fresh apricot notes

balanced with a refreshing crisp bitterness.

Hendrick's Midsummer Solstice Gin 

Scotland

Midsummer solstice sees the Hendrick’s recipe instilled with

a secretive selection of floral essences that enhance our existing

botanical bouquet. This bright take on Hendrick’s house style

makes it ideal for Summer drinking and can be highlighted in the

seasonal spritz. Its deeply floral character makes the expression

refreshing in a host of mixed drinks.

Old Curiosity Lavender & Echinacea Gin

Scotland

Old Curiosity Distillery grow their own botanicals in their

own Secret Herb Garden, where they are hand-harvested and

dried before being distilled and infused to create the Secret

Garden Gins. Combine the restorative qualities of Lavender with

the petals of an Echinacea flower - if ever a Gin could comfort the

soul it would be this. Nature distilled.



Old Curiosity Secret Garden Apothecary Rose Gin

Scotland

The backbone for this gin is Juniper and Coriander where the

seeds and berries are lightly crushed, Angelica root and the

subtler flavours of the Angelica leaf are used in conjunction with

Winter Savory, a plant not dissimilar to Rosemary but with more

subtle notes. These four botanicals offer a smooth, elegant and

light base gin, to which we add freshly distilled Apothecary

Rose.

 

 

The Botanist Islay Dry Gin 

Scotland

This a highly distinctive, complex, floral gin with

outstanding finish and impeccable provenance. In an age of re-

badged industrial gins, the Botanist stands out as a truly

artisanal, small-batch, hand-crafted labour of love and distiller's

art. A breath of botanical Islay in every glass

Country: Spain
Gin Mare Mediterranean Gin 

Spain

Using a revolutionary combination of botanicals which

includes the Arbequina olive, basil, rosemary and thyme, Gin

Mare has managed to distil, bottle and export the very essence of

the Mediterranean which is so loved for its gastronomy, way of

life, climate, land and sea.

 



Aviation American

America

This Western-style gin from Portland, Oregon, so impressed

Wine Enthusiast magazine, they recently voted it 'Top Gin'. With

delicious lavender and citrus notes in a creamy-rye spirit base,

this Aviation Gin is equally enjoyable on its own or in a lip-

smacking cocktail.

 

Prairie Organic Gin 

America

Hints of melon and pear on the nose, creamy on the palate,

bright and smooth at the finish. The original Prairie spirit made

for those who

appreciate hard work and no compromise.

 

Country: USA


